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The Technolog needs students in all majors to help
write, design, publish, and distribute the magazine!
We need writers. Pick a topic that interests you, and share your
enthusiasm by writing all about it. We need editors to look after the
writers and give them useful feedback. We need some
marketers, people willing to call up businesses and get them to
advertise in your magazine.
Most of all, though, we need you . We need you to let us know how
we're doing. We need to know what you think is good about the
magazine, and what's bad. You've paid for this magazine whether
you like it or not, so you may as well make it the best it can be.
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As you read through this
magazine, the first issue of
the reborn Minnesota
Technolog, we hope that you'll
find some article that excites
you, something that makes
you stand and shout "YES!".
You may also find some article
that just irritates you, or you
think this entire magazine is a
waste of your money.
That's right, your money.
You may have picked up this
magazine for "free", but as a
student group, we are
supported by student
services fees. That means
when you pay your tuition
bill, you put money into this
magazine. So if you don't like
what we print, or you think it's
great, tell us. It's like Congress
spending your tax dollars,
except your voice will actually
be listened to.
Simply put, The Minnesota
Technolog is your magazine,
and what will be covered will
reflect what you want. Which
is why we need you.
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Touch the edge of salt pond with a finger. Maps
don't show the taste of water.
You can know
what cows eat by tang in butter, and here
what swims, what stays away
tells saltiness. If you wade
hip-deep in these ponds, maybe
something will begin
or something will stop happening
(you know what this means). Places like this
are dying off. Between land & ocean,
you stop thinking of it and it's gone.
Sudden
lack of birds. Pitch pine. A bog quaking
to life, with life, you had better
listen to this disappearing land, you had better
be quick, keep it trimmed,
burning-

When the early stars come out into all that blue
It's like a prayer, one I memorized
Without ever paying attention. I realize sometimes
That I am only waiting. The path of the satellite
Eclipses me, so many hours removed from you.
And in the waiting , the sound of water moving.
What is gravity? Anything that could keep me
Here, I can't refuse. So I find someone
Who has the slender hands that you do,
Hands I see everywhere. So I find someone
For when you are so far away from me, breathing
Through tubes and doing rocket math, freeze
Drying your laundry. And I am like mulberry, he
Is nightshade and by landing time
The branches are all tangled in vine. And then
You land, wearing all the darkness you could gather
Out in the starred night. And I have to pretend
My heart has forgotten you.
If I ask you, do you look for me, across those lightyears,
What then? I know your eyes don't catch
But break in shards of blue that splinter light
Almost to whiteness near the edge, immersed
In radiation, deep buried. With what device
Will you find me? This body is a faulty sextant
Now, instrument no one uses. Our age of global
Positioning, of cursors sweeping across the Arctic
Circle-you keep everything you know tied
In bundles of zeroes. And back here it is growing
Dark, and humid the heat rises from the edge
Of the street, and where I am walking
The chamomile comes to me dense and citrus.
And in a million years, when you find
Notes in a ruined language circling
Some black, collapsing star, I wonder
Will you focus lenses to catch the light of this blue
Place, will you remember how cut grass
Overwhelms a lung in summer, how asphalt
Burns from the ground up, what I mean is,
After so many flights and landings,
Will you remember, will you come back?

[bio: life] + [mimesis: to imitate]
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by Olivia Richardson
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The Design Institute has many courses
focused on designing for environmental and
human factors. Their courses can go
toward a Design Minor, or simply add new
perspectives to other areas of study.
Check out DESI 3050 and 3061 this
spring to learn about urban planning or
materials design, respectively.
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Clearly, there is no
shortage of possible projects.
Apart from

for implementation. Understanding
the pace of work in a given culture
makes the successful project.

Continued on page 20

In October
2005, SpaceShipOne, the first
private manned space
vehicle, was installed
beside Lindbergh's Spirit of
St. Louis at the National Air and Space Museum
in Washington, D.C. The pioneer spacecraft
had reached a suborbital altitude of 1 00 km
for the second time in two weeks in October
2004, snagging the $10 million Ansari X Prize,
an award intended to encourage private spaceflight. After some 40 years, space travel is no
longer the exclusive domain of governments but
is gradually becoming accessible to the multimillionaire and even the mere millionaire. Perhaps
in twenty years, you may book a window seat to
the moon.
Burt Rutan, designer of SpaceShipOne, and British entrepreneur Richard Branson are leading
the nascent space tourism industry. Branson's
Virgin Galactic company, in conjunction with
Rutan, is now taking reservations for a series of
3 %-hour, $200,000 flights beginning in 2009.
Among the 7,000 people who have already
signed up is William Shatner, Star Trek's Captain Kirk. The $200,000 price tag seems like a
bargain compared to the $20 million that American scientist and businessman Greg Olsen paid
for a trip aboard a Russian Soyuz spacecraft in
2005.
Now, Rutan and Branson are seeking the $50
million prize sponsored by billionaire Robert
Bigelow which will be offered to the first company to complete two full orbits with a crew of
five passengers twice in two months. The $1 0
million Ansari X Prize that Rutan's backer, Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen, claimed with
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by Andrew Kirchman

With funding back on the table,
members of the U of M Solar Vehicle
Project go back to the drawing board
to get the car in gear for raycing
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A month passed, with little or no work being done on the new car, and no decision
made regarding SVP's future. Then word came from the organizer- Toyota had
stepped forward to pick up the tab. Taking their new sponsor's motto to heart,
SVP was Moving Forward, and the future looked bright.
A sponsor had been found for the race, but the delay had brought a new problem .
Scheduling. Would SVP have enough time to finish designing and building the car?
After careful consideration by the faculty advisors Professor Jeff Hammer and
Dr. Patrick Starr, and several team leaders, the answer was yes.

I...IHAT IS THE U OF M SOLAr;:: I..JEHICLE pr;::O.JECT·'?
The University of Minnesota SVP is one of the most successful university level solar car
racing teams that participates in the North American Solar Challenge. The SVP designs
and builds a solar car from scratch to participate in this race, which is scheduled to run
'-"""=1=>1'1<""" every other summer. The team is split into several subteams: Aero, Array, Electrical,
and Mechanical. An Executive Team is in charge of making sure the teams are communicating with one another and that the project stays on track. Team members are all
undergraduates, with faculty advising and support. The SVP is rare among college solar
car teams in that it designs nearly all of the car's components itself.
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I had a question about the ongoing lecture
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in class the other day. I looked around me
for aid. I realized that I did not know the
names of any of my fellow microbiology students. That did not stop me from talking to
them, but it gave me pause; why don't I know
the names of these people I sit next to every
day? My answer: technology is stranding us
on myriad desert islands.
I'm not going to say how long I have
been a part of this magnificent university,
but when I started undergrad here, cell
phones were actually the exception, not the
rule. Only true geeks had laptops, and no
one had heard of the Blackberry or VCast.
During breaks in long lectures or between
classes, one would chat with classmates, do
the crossword, or head out onto Northrop
Mall to look for an ultimate Frisbee game.
Today, people check their text messages,
and rush to the nearest computer lab to
look for new e-mail. The real people swarming all around them are mere obstacles.
Virtual reality is here.
Music can now spill into our ears
twenty-four hours a day. CD and MP3 players allow us to hear only what we want,
when we want. People wear their earphones during and between classes. Some
of the rather less enlightened even listen
to tunes while biking or skating to campus.
I have personally seen someone with ear
buds channeling music into his head, biking
with no hands, smoking a cigarette. How
long will it take natural selection to weed out
that guy? Nor do I especially enjoy hearing
people shout their life stories to their friends

over their poorly-connected phones. But
has walking around these beautiful grounds
with 55,000 others become so utterly boring that we must entertain ourselves ·on
ten-minute walks? The half of the people
who are walking down the street with headphones on cannot hear but for the other half
who are talking on their cell phones!
We now have the technology to keep
close contact with the important people in
our lives. Very, very close. Everyone and
their grandmothers have e-mail. If that
does not work, you can call them on their
cell phones. If it is urgent, you can even
instant-message them, so that they can
respond to you even if they are in class. Our
established social circles are now very tight
circles indeed. I only have one friend who
does not yet own a cell phone. Some of her
other friends and I are seriously thinking of
chipping in on one for her because we can
not get hold of her whenever we want, and
we cannot stand it.
Ten years ago, everyone rolled their
eyes when vandals cited boredom as the
reason for their hijinks. With video games
and cable TV, how could one ever be bored?
Idle hands are the devil's playthings, and the
over-stimulation to which we are subject,
over the course of a normal day, has made
many hands newly idle. If it is not new, if
it does not speed our pulses or relax our
minds, we do not want it. We have come to
find company agonizing and silence deafening. Through our electronic devices, humanity has become less human.
But what can I say? I am part of that
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mass. My personal video recorder tapes all
of my favorite TV shows so that I can speed
through commercials and watch far more
of the boob tube than I would without it. My
iPod goes with me to school and back again.
It goes to my boyfriend's house, and sits out
in the yard with me while I study. On shopI
I tri
m car's satellite radio channels
me 200 stations. My cellphone goes everywhere with me. If I leave it in the fruit basket, I feel naked without it. I'm listening to a
recorded radio show on my computer while I
write this.
The siren of technology sweetly sang that
it would give us more time to spend as we
please-more time with friends, loved ones
and for ourselves. As we progress, we are
able to communicate with each other more
often and much faster. Somewhere along
the way, something went awry. Instead of
saving time, we try to create more, and
faster in the same amount of time. We can
now do many times the amount of work
that our parents were able to do, but work
the same hours. We find ourselves dealing
more and more with machines and less and
less directly with people. The element of human interaction is slowly slipping away.
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In Psych 1001 our professor told us
a disturbing tale. Back in the ethical dark
ages of the early 1900s, they used to experiment with the effect of human contact
on newborn orphans. In one famous experiment, a cohort of children was divided into
two groups. One group of children they held
and
d with and talked to. The other
group of children had their contact kept to a
bare minimum, only as much as was necessary for survival. Within months, there was
a noted difference in health between the
two groups. The fatality rate of the children
who received no contact skyrocketed, while
the socialized group enjoyed higher body
weight and better development. Humans
thrive when we spend time with other humans. We are social creatures. It is why
we release relaxing hormones when we see
someone we like and feel the reward chemicals when we touch someone. This doesn't
work the same way when you are chatting
with someone over AOL Instant Messenger.
Your cable TV might amuse you. The
internet may keep you informed. Your cell
phone might keep you connected. But it is
people that make you happy, and people that
you need, not gadgets.

PF.:OFESSOF.: FF.:At·~K BATES~
CHEMICAL ENGINEEF.:ING
DEPAF.:TMENT HEAD
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His surroundings speak volumes for himshelves of personal publications dating back
to the 1980s, colorful molecular models,
and a diverse collection of interesting artifacts. Like every great person, Frank Bates
is a living paradox. The intersection of his
personal life and academic success is curious. How could a man of his intuition not
know where he was going, and then have so
much academic success? Knowing the man,
his students would tell you, it is no surprise.
He succinctly puts it this way: "Chance and
fate brought me to become a leading expert
in polymer science today."
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Born and raised in Queens, New York, Bates
obtained his bachelor of science in mathematics from State University of New York
at Albany, but he was always intrigued by
science and mathematics. Reflecting on
that time of his life, he recalls he had always
known he was not going to be a pure mathematician.
STUMBLING INTO CHEMICAL
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l.•.lith bachelor's degree in hand, and time to
contemplate the future, he moved to Boston.
On his first visit to the Massachusetts lnstitute of Technology campus, the first building
he walked into, the chemical engineering
building, would become one in which he would
spend many long hours in the five years that
followed. As he says, he stumbled into graduate school in MIT. He took a polymers

by Nangah Tabah

course, which he enjoyed, and to this day he
carries out landmark research in the field
of polymers. He obtained his doctorate in
chemical engineering from MIT in 1982.
Professor Bates says, "By serendipity, I
ended up in the field I am in today."
He then worked for Bell Laboratories for
seven years. Bell Laboratories, which had
once been the home of the scientists who
were in the forefront in the discovery of the
transistor, was still in its glory days. Professor Bates' research publications from
this period gave him leverage to pursue his
long-time ambition to become an instructor.
He was offered the position of Associate
Professor at the University of Minnesota in
1989 and was soon promoted to Professor
in 1991 . Along with forty other faculty members, he was later named a Distinguished
McKnight University Professor, an honor
given to exceptional midcareer faculty.
IN THE: CLASS~~OOM
The department of Chemical Engineering
and Materials Science at the University of
Minnesota has a reputation for excellence
and rigor. Lectures are delivered with timeliness and accuracy that is difficult to find
elsewhere. These admirable standards are
set by subject matter experts who possess
a mastery of material that could only come
from brilliance and years of hard work.
These instructors offer an effortless and
sometimes entertaining delivery that flourishes from practice and pure talent.
As head of this department, Bates
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understands his role as one of recognizing and harvesting this talent. He has hired
unique individuals like Satish Kumar, an
instructor of limitless faculty and focus, who
is making tremendous advances in the fabrication of complex devices having characteristic sizes of nanometers to microns.

investigation traced the cause of the explosion to a leak past an a-ring on the solid
rocket booster. This a-ring was made of a
rubber which had behaved very unrubberly
in the low temperatures. "Temperature
influences time response when dealing with
polymers," says Bates, a vital lesson that
was overlooked
NASA that
a lesson
every student sitting in that classroom was
urged to take home with them. "You have
an ethical responsibility to make yourselves
knowledgeable about all aspects of a problem you are going to be working on. Materials Sciences and Engineering will always play
a critical role in modern day technology and
development."

s an instructor, Bates sets the ultimate
standard for excellence. It suffices to attend
one of his lectures to attest to this. During
an Introduction to Materials Sciences lecture in the fall of 2004, he went over the
steps for calculating the maximum shear
stress for a piece of metal. The class followed, in silent amazement, a flawless performance. And even as the students thought
the discussion was drawing to a close, he
For most people the world of science and
experimentation is all facts and no fun. Like
stylishly reminded them that calculations
alone meant little, by saying "I always feel
the mighty paradox that he is, Bates is a
rare combination of both. Being an avid
excited and smart when I do a calculation
supporter of the Vikings, Twins. and Timlike this. But the engineer in me says, let's
compare these calculations to experiments." berwolves, these names make frequent
He continued his presentation with just that. appearances during lectures. Sports talk
would hardly constitute a materials-science
curriculum, but an update on how the playBates' every lecture in some way makes an
offs are going is a welcomed tradition in his
argument for the extraordinary importance
class. Playful bets on baseball games usually
of materials science to every branch of sciturn into much appreciated ice-breakers for
ence. He says, "it is hard to find a discipline
that is not impacted by this field."
many of his lectures.
The issue of ethics is also something no
engineer can ignore. Bates makes sure his
students take this essential lesson, if nothing
else, when they leave his classroom. He drove
this point home by discussing one of the most
spectacular engineering failures. On January
25, 1986, the space shuttle Challenger, a
three-billion-dollar aircraft, took off from Cape
Canaveral in Florida. The seven astronauts
on board were just over a minute into their
flight when Challenger exploded . Millions of
people saw one of the world's worst space
disasters on television. It had been cold that
fateful morning, and watching the launch on
television himself, Bates noticed icicles that
formed around the base of the craft before it
took off. The results of an independent
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Bates has an underlying philosophy that
connects all his work. The first and perhaps
most fundamental is to generate knowledge
for its own sake. In other words, to simply
grasp a commanding understanding of scientific issues is important. But no less important is the development of materials with
practical applications.
His research group studies the thermodynamics and dynamics of polymers and polymer mixtures. Polymers are very widely used.
Every year in North America, $1 DO billion is
spent on polymers.
I
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His group has developed three broad areas
of investigation to address this issue. They
include: polymer synthesis, chemical modification, and molecular characterization.
Polymer synthesis involves the chemical
manufacture of block copolymers. Block coers allow one to connect two different

surprisingly, he adds, "Both of these are
greatly influenced by materials sciences and
engineering."
He recognizes a big future in energy for
chemical engineers and materials scientists.
His research and that of his colleagues plays
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THE: ~:;OI_Ar.;: DE:CATHLot·~
Solar Decathlon is a competition in which
20 teams of college and university students
compete to design, build, and operate the most
attractive, effective, and energy-efficient solarpowered house. The Solar Decathlon is also an
event to which the public is invited to observe
the powerful combination of solar energy,
energy efficiency, and the best in home design.
More information can be found at www.solardelon.org.

zero carbon home uses less energy than it
generates over a set period of time. A carbon
Tnn·rn,..,·nt is calculated for the full life of the
home, including the C02 emissions created
during the build of a house and its day-to-day
nergy needs. This figure is then offset by the
property's ability to produce the energy it needs
itself - through wind turbines, solar panels and
er renewables.

able energy, but everyone works hard to learn
as much as possible, and expertise is constantly
growing. Members have all entered AES with
loads of energy and excitement about its many
projects, and their energy helps the group continue to grow and become more successful. More
information about the group and meeting times
can be found at http/1 aesumn.org. Information about the Solar Decathlon can be found at

Phantom load is the electricity consumed by
a device when it is turned off. Phantom loads
make up about six percent of national energy
consumption. These extra energy costs can be
avoided by unplugging appliances when not in
use, using power strips that can be turned off,
and buying appliances created especially with
e goal of being energy efficient.

PHOTOI..JOLTAICS
PV for short, photovoltaics convert energy from
light directly into electricity. Commonly known
as solar electric systems, these arrays are a
hot topic for researchers who want to maximize the efficiency of solar cells. According to
U.S. Department of Energy, efficiencies as
high as 40% have been achieved, which means
more of the energy collected from light can be
nverted into usable electri
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